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1. Introduction. Let Lc be the singular second-order parabolic differential operator

defined by
b

Lcu = uxx H—ux + c(t)u - ut,
X

where the constant b < 1 and c{t) < 0. Recently, Chan and Chen [4] studied quench-

ing phenomena involving L0 subject to zero initial data and zero first boundary con-

ditions. The significance of the operator Lq is also discussed there. Here, we would

like to study periodic solutions for both linear and semilinear problems involving Lc

subject to first boundary conditions. Periodic solutions for the special case b = 0 have

been studied by many investigators; some more recent results have been obtained by

Chan and Wong [5], where further references can be found.

In this work, we are interested in time-periodic solutions of period T (namely,

T-periodic solutions). We start with investigating the following linear problem:

Lku = -X¥(x,t) in Qoo, (1.1)

w(0, t) - 0 = u(a, t), -oo < t < oo, (1.2)

where fioc = (0, a) x (—00,00), is a nonpositive constant, and 4* is a T-periodic

function of t. In Sec. 2, we make use of a singular Sturm-Liouville problem and

the periodic distribution (cf. Zemanian [12, pp. 316-322]) to construct the periodic

Green's function G(x,t;£, t). In its construction, the presence of the singular term

%ux gives rise to an infinite series involving products of Bessel functions of the first

kind, instead of sine functions for the case b - 0. This in turn contributes to the

difficulties in our present study of both linear and semilinear problems. In Sec. 3, we

prove existence of a T-periodic solution by establishing its representation formula

in terms of the periodic Green's function. We then give existence and uniqueness

results for the more general linear problem:

Lcu = -X¥(x,t) in floo, (1.3)

u(0,t) = gi(t), u(a,t) = g2(t), -oc<t<oc. (1.4)
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In Sec. 4, we begin our study of T-periodic solutions of the nonlinear problem:

Lku = —f(x, t, u) in Qoo, (1.5)

subject to (1.2). We establish its equivalent to an integral equation. In Sec. 5,

existence and uniqueness results are given by the monotone method, in contrast to

the Picard method used by Liu and Pao [6] for a coupled semilinear parabolic system

corresponding to the case b = 0. The results are then extended to the problem:

Lcu --f(x,t,u) in Qoo, (1-6)

subject to (1.4).

2. Periodic Green's function. The corresponding homogeneous linear problem of

our problem (1.1)-(1.2) is given by

Lkv = 0 in Qoo, (2.1)

v(0, t) = 0 = v{a, t), —oo < t < oo. (2.2)

By separation of variables, we obtain from (2.1) and (2.2) the singular Sturm-Liouville

problem:

{xb X')' + Xxb X = 0,

X(0) = 0 = X{a),

where A is an eigenvalue. Let u = (1 -b)/2, which is positive. It follows from McLach-

lan [7, pp. 116 and 26] that the eigenvalues A are positive, and satisfy Jv(X[l2a) = 0,

where J„(z) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order v. It is known that /„(z)

has infinitely many countable zeros for z > 0; hence, there are infinitely many count-

able eigenvalues Xn, which can be arranged in such a way that X\ < X2 < A3 ■ • •, and

A„ —► 00 as n —► 00 (cf. Watson [10, pp. 490-492]). For each A„, let

<pn(x) = 2{l2x" Jv(kn2x)l(a\Jv+\(X\J2a)\). (2.3)

Then, {4>n(x)\ n = 1,2,3,...} forms an orthonormal set of eigenfunctions with

weight function xb (cf. McLachlan [7, pp. 102-104]).

Let Q = (0,a) x (0, T), and Q- be its closure. Let A be a set, C(A) be the

set of continuous functions on A, and C(m)(A) be the set of w-times continuously

differentiate functions on A. In the sequel, we let k} (j = 1,2,3,..., 26) denote

appropriate constants.

Lemma 1.

(i) |</>„(x)| < k\x~b/2 for x e (0,a].

(ii) \(t>n(x)\ < Mi/4 for x e [0, a].

(iii) If xb!2y/(x,t) is in C(Q~), then

o° r ra

Y] / xby/{x,t)<f>n(x)dx
Ivo

2

<k3 for t e [0, T].
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(iv) If xb'2y/(x,t) in C(£2~) is Lipschitz continuous in t uniformly with respect to

x,then

m; n 2

< k4 a.e. on [0, T],x°y/(x, t)<f)n(x) dx
I til I A

n= 1

Proof, (i) By the asymptotic formula of Jv(z) (cf. Abramowitz and Stegun [1,

P- 364]),
/ 2 \1/2

cos ^z - \jvn - + 0(z ') (2.4)

for z > 0 and sufficiently large z. Because | cosx| < 1, and z 1 —► 0 as z —* oo, there

exist positive constants k$ and zo such that for z > zq,

\zl'2Mz)\<k5. (2.5)

Since zxl2Jv(z) is continuous on [0, zq], it follows from (2.5) that for z > 0, there

exists a constant k6 such that

|z1/27,(z)| < k6. (2.6)

By (2.4), we have for large n,

Ju{XxJ2a) = 21/2 cos (x{J2a - vn - ^ + 0(^l/2a~l) j {nXxJ2a)x'2, (2.7)

Jv+y(tt2a) = 2'/2 sin (x{J2a - X-vn - i*) + O^V1) j (nllJ2a)1'2. (2.8)

Since Jv{X{J2a) = 0, it follows from (2.7) that

cos —+ 0 as n —* oo.

Hence,
/ 1 1 \

1 as « —► oo.A1/2 1 1Sin I k„ a - -VII - -71

Therefore, there exists a positive integer N such that for n > N

sin [k{J2a - z - + 0(X„^2a~x) > I (2-9)
2'

From (2.8) and (2.9), we have for n > N,

\Jv+x{kxJ2a)\-* <{2na)V2*}J\

Hence, there exists a constant k-, such that for any n,

\Jv+\($2a)\-x < Mi/4- (2.10)

By (2.3), (2.6), (2.10), and b = 1 - 2v, we have for x > 0,

\Mx)\ < 2l'2kyx"-l'2\(Xln,2x)l'2Mti/2x)\/a

< 2^2k(,k-ix1"'^2/a

= klX-b/2

where k\ = 2{l2k()k-i/a.
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(ii) By Abramowitz and Stegun [1, p. 362], | Jv{k\j2x)\ < 1 for any n. Combining

this with (2.10), we obtain for any n,

\Mx)\ <2'/V-"Mi/4.

Let k2 = 2[l2a"~[k-i. Then, |</>«(x)| < k2XxJA.

(iii) Since xb/2i//(x,t) is in C(Q~) and Q~ is compact, it follows that

fJo
xbi//2(x, t) dx

is bounded by some nonnegative constant ki,. By Bessel's inequality (cf. Weinberger

[11, P. 73]),

00 r ra 2 ra

XJ xbi//(x,t)<t>n(x)dx < J xby/2(x, t) dx < k3.

(iv) By hypothesis, we have for any x e [0, a],

|xb/2[y/{x,t + h) - i//(x,t)\| < Ql\h\, (2.11)

where Ql is a Lipschitz constant. Also for each n, /0° xby(x, t)<j>„(x) dx as a function

of t is Lipschitz continuous on [0, T], and hence, it is absolutely continuous and its

derivative exists a.e. on [0, 7"] (cf. Chae [2, pp. 216-217]). By Bessel's inequality and

(2.11),
N r fa 12

V] / xbh~l[i//(x, t + h) - i//(x, t)]<t>„(x) dx
n=1 [J° J

"f Jo

< aQb
where N is an integer. As h —* 0, we have

xbh 2[y/(x,t + h) — y/(x,t)]-dx

J2 Tt f xbv(x>t)<t>n(x)dx
n= 1 [dtJo

2

< aQ2L a.e. on [0, T],

Since the above inequality is independent of N, Lemma 1 (iv) then follows with

£4 = aQ\.
We remark that Lemma 1 (iii) and (iv) hold also when the assumptions on

xbl2if/(x,t) are replaced by the same assumption on x(-b+eS>/2y/(x,t), where the con-

stant e is less than 1, since, by similar arguments as in the proofs of Lemma 1 (iii)

and (iv), there exist nonnegative constants k% and kg such that

00 r ra 12 pa

^2 yj xby/{x,t)(j)n{x)dx < J x~£[x{b+e)t2if/(x, t)]2 dx

< k% x e dx
Jo

= k%ax~7(1 - e),
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2 na

< kg / x~e dx
r d fa 1 f

2J [^7JQ JvMMDdx < k9 J^

= kga1 E/( 1 — e) a.e. on [0, T].

Lemma 2. If |a„| < fcio^l3/4)_<S, where ^ is a positive constant, then the series

X^i an<f>n{x) converges uniformly on [0, a]. The series can be differentiated term by

term for x in (0,a] if for positive integer n, \a„\ < k\\X„(1+<5).

Proof. Since aX„2 is the «th zero of Jv{x), it follows from Watson [10, p. 506]

that

0{Xn) - 0(n2) for large n. (2.12)

From Lemma 1 (ii), and

\a„\ < kw^~*

for each n, we have

Ian<t>„{x)\ < k2kl0X~{l,2)~s.

From (2.12),

0(\anMx)\) < 0(n-U+2*>).

By Weierstrass Af-test, an<i>n(x) converges uniformly on [0, a].

By McLachlan [7, p. 192],

<t>'n{x) = (2h)xl2x»Jv-X{l}J2x)/{a\Jv+^J2a)\). (2.13)

From (2.4),

J^lj2x)=^ ' A;1/4|cos X^x-hyV-X )n-X-n + 0(A~ 1/2^~1)} .

For xq > 0, and any x e [xo, fl], —► 0 as n —► oo. Thus for large n, say

n>Nu

"" +0{X-l/2x~x)cos

Hence for n > N\, and x G [xq, a\,

1/2, 1, - 1V x--(v- \)n - -n < 2.

|/,-i(4/2x)| < 23/2(tixT^V*. (2.14)

From (2.13), (2.10), and (2.14), it follows that for n>N\ and x s [xo,a],

\<P'n(x)| < 4M_1Jr_1/V-1/2Ay2.

Let

k\2 = ma\{<t>'n(x) / k\J2: x e [x0,a], and 1 < n < N{},

k\2 = max{4k7a~lXq~1/2, 4k7a"~3/2, kl2}-

For x € [xo,a], and for positive integer n,

Wn{x)\<kuti2. (2.15)

If \a„\ < kuX^+d\ then

Ian<t>'n{x)\ < kuk\3X~(i,2)~s
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for x e [x0,a]. From (2.12),

= 0(n_(1 +2S)y

By Weierstrass M-test, J2T=\a"<t)'n(x) converges uniformly on [xo,a]. Hence,

an4>n{x) can be differentiated term by term for x e [x0,tf]. Since x0 is ar-

bitrarily chosen, it follows that J2T=\ an<f>n(x) can be differentiated term by term for

x € (0, a].

By applying the Theorem in Watson [10, p. 593] to the interval (0,a), we have the

following result.

Lemma 3. If /Qa xbl2<p(x) dx exists (and is absolutely convergent in case the integral

is improper), and if (p{x) is continuous and of bounded variation on [x^xi], where

0 < X\ < Xi < a, then
UU r pa

Y, / CrtQMQde
, .Jo

<f>n(x)

converges uniformly to <p(x) on (xj + A, xj - A), where A is any positive number.

To construct the periodic Green's function, let us consider the system: for x and

<* in (0,a), and t and t in (-00,00),

LkG{x,t;^,r) = -S{x - £)ST(t - t),

G(0,t,t,x) = 0 = G{a,r,Z,T),

G(x,t\Z, t) = G{x,t+ T;£, i),

where <5(x - £) is the delta distribution, and 5j(t - t) is the periodic distribution of

period T (cf. Zemanian [12, p. 319]). By eigenfunction expansion, let

OO

G(x, t\i, r) = £ an(t)4>n{x).

n=\

Since

KM + %4>'n(x) + K4>n{x) = 0,

it follows formally that

OO

- (A" ~ k)an(t)]<pn{x) = —8(x - Q5T{t - t).

n= 1

Multiplying both sides by xb4>n{x), and integrating from 0 to a with respect to x, we

have

a'„(t) + (An - k)a„(t) = £b<pn{Z)ST{t - r).

By Zemanian [12, p. 333],

1 _ .
ST(t ~ T) = - Y exPVxpV ~ T)]»

p= — OO

where i = (-1)1/2 and x - 2n/T. Integrating

^-({an(t)exp[(A„ -k)t]} = j
d Kb °°
-r-{an{t)exp[{An -k)t]} = —<M£) exp[(A„ - k)t + ixp{t - T)] (2.16)

p= — OO
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from 0 to t, we have formally

a„(t)e\p[(A„ - k)t] - an{0)

zb J. tt\ V* exp[(A„ - k)t + ixp(t - t)] - exp(-ixpx) (2.17)

= in-k + iXp '

Integrating (2.16) from t to T, we obtain formally

an(T) exp[(A„ - k)T] - a„(t) exp[(A„ - k)t]

_ j. t*\ exp[(A„ -k)T- ixpx] - exp[(A„ - k)t + ixp(t - t)] (2.18)

= in-k + iXp •

The periodic property of Green's function gives a„(0) = a„{T) for any n. Adding

(2.17) and (2.18), we obtain

Zh , ^ exp(-ixpr)
an(0) — %=(j)n{^) £

p=-oo *n-k + iXP'

From (2.17),

Let

*c>-?*■«> £
p=—oo

(2"»
P- — OC

Then,

G(x, t) = £ £„(/ - r)ibMi)Mx). (2.20)
n=l

For y e (0, r), we expand exp[-(A„ - k)y] as complex Fourier series with period

T. Then,

r n Mi V* 1 -exp[-(A„ - k)T] .. .
exp[-U„ - k)y] = ̂  _ k + mT exp( W).

From (2.19), we have for y e (0, T),

exp[-(A„ - k)y]
En{y) =

1 - exp[-(A„ -k)T]'

Hence, En(y) is the periodic extension of

exp[-(An - k)y]

1 - exp[-(A„ - k)T\

Thus if (m - \)T < t - r < mT, where m is an integer, we have

r ^ ... exp{-(A„ - k)[t — t — (m — 1)7]}

n[ ' 1-exp [~{Xn-k)T] " ( '

It follows that for each n, En(t - t)<!;6</>„(£)</>„(x) is a T-periodic function of t and t

for x and £ in [0, a] and t and x in (-00,00).
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If either £ or x is equal to zero, then

En(t-T)ZbMZ)Mx) = 0

since <f>„(0) = 0 and

2>/2£«-"
cftjL I n\ _ i:— ^lim £>„(£) = lim

g (-ir(Ay2^)"+2r

L _Q 2|y+2r(r!)r(z/ + r + 1)o a\J„+\(k\!2a)\

= 0.

For fixed x and £ in (0,a], and fixed t and r, if (m — 1)7" < t - x < mT, we have

from Lemma 1 (i) and (2.21) that

\Ea(t - TKbMZ)4>n(x)\ < ktib>2x-b'2-j>L_ 1M.

Since t - x - (m - 1 )T is positive and fixed, and 0(A„) = 0(n2) for large n, there

exists a constant k\4 such that

exp{-(A„ - k)[t - r - (m - 1 )T]} < exp(~kl4n2)

for large n. Hence,

exp{-(A„ - k)[t — t — (m — 1)T]}

^ 1-exp [~{k„-k)T]

converges. Therefore for fixed x and £ in (0, a], and fixed t and x with t - x lying

between (m - 1)7 and mT,
OO

J2EM-r)ZbMZ)Mx)
n= 1

exists.

From (2.20), G(x,t;£,x) exists for any j>c and £ in [0, a] and t and r in (-00,00),

provided that t - x mT, where m is an integer. Also, it follows from (2.20) that

G(x, t;£, x) is a T-periodic function of t and r since En(t — x) is a T-periodic function

of t and r.

3. Existence and uniqueness for linear problems.

Definition. The function u{x, t) is said to be a T-periodic solution of the problem

(1.3)—(1.4) ((1.6) and (1.4)) if u is a T-periodic function of t such that

(a) u and u, are in C(fi^),

(b) ux and uxx are in C(noo),

(c) u(x,t) satisfies (1.3)—(1.4) ((1.6) and (1.4)),

where denotes the closure of ft,*,.

We have the following positivity result.

Lemma 4. Let u(x, t) e C(2)(f2) n C(fi~), and

Lau <0 in Qoo,

u(0, t) > 0, u{a, t) > 0, -00 < t < 00,

u(x, t) - u(x, t + T), 0 < x < a.

If A(/) is continuous and nonpositive, then u > 0.
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Proof. By the strong maximum principle (of. Protter and Weinberger [8, pp. 170

and 172]), u(x,t) cannot attain its nonpositive minimum in the interior if u is not

a constant. Since u(x,t) = u(x,t + T), the minimum must be attained at x = 0

or x = a. Therefore u > 0. If u is a constant, then we still have u > 0 since u is

continuous, u{0, t) > 0, and u(a, t) > 0.

Let us give an existence result.

Theorem 5. Suppose xbl2y¥(x,t) in C(Q~) is a T-periodic function of t, and is

Lipschitz continuous in t uniformly with respect to x. If is of bounded vari-

ation with respect to x on every given closed subinterval of (0, a), then the problem

(1.1)—(1.2) has a T-periodic solution u:

u(x,t)= f [ G{x,f,^,xyV{^,T)d^dT. (3.1)
Jo Jo

Proof. Since G(x, t\x) is periodic, it is clear that u(x, t) is a T-periodic function

of t, provided that the integral in (3.1) exists. From (2.20),

r T rQ 00

"(*»')=/ Y,En(t-r)ZbMZ)Mx)W,r)dZdT. (3.2)
Jo Jo „=1

Let us show that the integral in (3.2) exists, and that the order of integration and

summation can be interchanged. Without loss of generality, it is sufficient to consider

t in [0, T], Let

Eni(y) = exp[-(A„ - k)y]/{\-exp[-(A„ - k)T]}, y > 0. (3.3)

From (2.20) and (2.21),

OO

G(x,t-A, t) = ££„,(*-t)£V»(£Mi(*) for 0 < t - r < T, (3.4)
n= 1

OO

G(x,t,Z,T) = J2En^T + t-r)ZbMZ)Mx) for — T < t — t < 0. (3.5)
n= 1

By Lemma 1 (i) and (ii),

\^bMi)Mx)\<kik2x]/*ib'2. (3.6)

Since £bl2x¥(l;, r) is continuous on Q~, it follows that £bl2x¥{£,, t) is bounded. From

(3.6), there exists a constant k\$ such that

\ZbMOMx)W,T)\<kl5llJ\ (3.7)

From (3.3),

L
I

'f " -W-. 1 -exp[-(A„ -k)t]

",( } {K~k){\-exp[-(A„-/c)r]}' (3'8)

T IT ,T , . exp[-(A„ -k)t\ -exp[-(A„ - k)T]
En\{T + l - r)dr = (^_t){1_exp[_(Aj_t)7.]} ■ (3.9)
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Adding (3.8) and (3.9), we have

J^Enl(t-x)dx +^ Enl(T + t-x)dx = j-Lj-. (3.10)

For any fixed (x, t) e , let Gn(£, r) be the «th partial sum of G(x, t;£, r). Then

for any fixed (x, t) e the sequence {G„(£,t)vF(^,t)} converges to G{x,t\^,r)x

¥(£,t) a.e. on Q~. Also from (3.7),

|G„(^,t)^,t)| < p(x) for any n,

where

f kl5^=l^/4Eni(t-z) for 0 < t - x < T,

~ \ ki5ZZiti,4Enl(T + t-T) for - T < t - t < 0.

Let pn(t) be the «th partial sum of p(x). Then, {pn} is a sequence of nonnegative

measurable functions converging to p with pn < p for any n. By the Monotone

Convergence Theorem (cf. Royden [9, p. 84]), the Fubini Theorem (cf. Royden [9,

p. 269]), and (3.10),

r rT rd 00

p= lim / / pn[x)d^dx = a£i5 V 4/4/(^« - k).
Jn Jo ^

From (2.12), /(^n~k) converges. Hence p{x) is integrable. By the Lebesgue

Convergence Theorem (cf. Royden [9, p. 88]) and the Fubini Theorem, we have that,

for any fixed (x,t) e the integral exists, and

00 rt r<2

u(x,t)=T, / Zbx¥(Z,r)MZ)E„i(t-T)dZdTMx)
; Jo Jon= I

oo rT rar 1 ra

+ £/ / ebw,*)Me)Eni{T+t-T)dzdrMx).
n= \Jl J°

By Lemma 1 (iii) and (3.10), there exists a constant k\(, such that

I/' [aZbW,r)MZ)Enl{t-T)dtdT
\J0 Jo

Aft[ r)M^Eni {t+t~x)d^dx

(3.11)

< ^16
k'

From (3.11) and Lemma 2, it follows that the series representing u(x, t) converges

uniformly on £7_, and hence u(x, t) is in C(Q~).

Next, we would like to show the differentiability of the solution u(x,t). Let

"l rl ra

SUx,t) = J2 / ZbV(Z,*)MZ)Eni(t-T)dZdx4>n(x),
n=lJ0 Jo

m pf

S2m(x,t) = J2ji J0 ZbnZ,r)MZ)Eni(T + t-x)dZdxMx).
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By Leibnitz's rule of differentiation,

d
—[Slm(x,t) + S2m(x,t)]

m -a

= £/ ZbW,t)MZ)d£Mx)
, Jo

«=11

^ W rCl

-YlVn-k) / Zby¥(Z, r)M()Eni(t - r) d£ dr<f>n(x)
n=l J° J°

m ~t ra

-Y^ttn-k) / ib^,T)M^)Enl(T+t-T)didTMx).
Jt Jo

Since <^2¥(£, r) is Lipschitz continuous in r uniformly with respect to £, it follows

that for each n, /Qa t)<f>„{l;)d£, as a function of t is Lipschitz continuous on

[0, T], and hence it is absolutely continuous on [0, T], Let

Vn(t)= [aZbV(Z,t)MZ)de. (3.12)
Jo

Integrating by parts with respect to r (cf. Chae [2, pp. 227-228]) and using ¥((!;, 0) =

¥(<!;, T), we have

f) m rt

-[SUx,t) + S2m(x,t)]= £ J0 X*'nWEn\{t-T)dT<l>n(x)
m rt

£
n= 1

m -t

+ J2Ji V'n(T)Eni(T + t-r)dTMx).
n= 1

From Lemma 1 (iv), (3.10) and Lemma 2,

lim -~[Slm(x,t) + S2m(x,0]
m—►oo ot

converges uniformly for any (x,t) e Q~. Hence, u(x,t) is differentiable with respect

to t, and

oo

u,{x,t)=J2 %(r)E„i(t-x)dr^„(x)
, Jo

(3.13)
n= 1

oo rT

+

n= 1

. i

£/ X^)EndT + t-r)dzMx).

Since the series converges uniformly on Q~ and each term in the series is continuous

on Q~, it follows that ut{x,t) is continuous on Also from (3.13), we note that

ut{x, 0) = ut(x, T). Hence, u, is a T-periodic function of t.
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Let us show the differentiability of u(x,t) with respect to x. Integrating by parts

with respect to x, and using *F(£, 0) = *F(£, T) in (3.11), we obtain

u(x,t)= J2^"(t)Mx)/^n-k)
n= 1

oo

-t[l^nWEndt-r)dr + l rn(T)Enl(T + t-T)dz
<f>n{x)

k

(3.14)
From Lemma 1 (iv), (3.10) and Lemma 2, the second series can be differentiated

term by term with respect to x for x e (0, fl]. It follows from (2.15) and Schwarz's

inequality that for arbitrarily fixed x0 e (0,a), we have for x e [x0,a],

J2\^n(t)K(x)/^n-k)\<kl3
n= 1

DT»«>P
ln=\

1/2

f^Uln-k)-2
Ln=l

1/2

From (3.12), Lemma 1 (iii) and (2.12), there exists a constant /c17 such that

Envoi2
1/2

Y,Xn{K-k)~2
L«=i

1/2

< k17

Ln=l

1/2

< OO.

Ln=l

Therefore,
OO

^Vn(t)<t>'n(x)/ttn-k)

n= 1

converges uniformly on [xo, a], and hence
OO

J2Vn(t)Mx)/(ln~k)
n= 1

can be differentiated term by term with respect to x for x e |Xo,a]. Since Xo is

arbitrarily chosen, it follows that the series can be differentiated term by term with

respect to x for x e (0, a]. Thus for (x, t) e (0, a] x [0, T\, ux is continuous, and
OO

ux(x,t)=j£vn(t)d>'n(x)/ttn-k)

n= I

f; \j\{x)EnX(t -x)dx + j\'n(x)EnX{T +1 - x)dx
#,(*)

n= 1

We note that ux(x, 0) = ux(x, T), and hence ux is a T-periodic function of t.

Let the mth partial sum of ux(x,t) be denoted by Sxm(x,t). Using

0'„'(x) + ~<t>'n{x) + X„<j>n(x) = 0,

we have

c) V b) ^
^(X, t) = - £Sxm(X, 0-E Vn(t)KMx)/ttn - k)

n= 1

k

n= 1

jf' r„(T )Enl(t -x)dx + j\'n{x)EnX{T + t~x)dx
^■n'Pn {x)

K-k '

(3.15)
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Since the sequence {Sxm(x, t)} converges uniformly on [x0, a] x [0, T], it follows that

the sequence {%Sxm(x, ?)} converges uniformly there. From Lemma 1 (iv) and (3.10),b
X

there exists a constant k\% such that

-T

^Yn(T)Enl(t-T)dT + %(T)Enl(T + t-T)dT j^Tk<k,8A-'.

By Lemma 2, the third term on the right-hand side of (3.15) converges uniformly on

as m —> oo. From (3.12) and Lemma 3, we have for any fixed t, yVn{t)<j>n(x)

converges uniformly to ¥(*, t) on [x3,x4], where 0 < Xi < x4 < a. Hence,

OO -

^4>n(t)<f>n(X)-JL-
n= 1 kn'k

converges uniformly on [x3,x4] for any fixed t, and is continuous in Q. Since each

term on the right-hand side of (3.15) converges uniformly on every given closed

subinterval of (0, a), it follows that ux(x, t) is differentiable with respect to x, and

b 00
Uxx{x> t) — ~ ~Ux{x, t) — y ] xFw(/)An0n(x)/(Art — k)

n= 1

n= 1

rn(T )Enl(t -r)dz + j\'n(x)Enl(T + t-r)dx
^■n&n {X)

A„ - k

(3.16)
We note that uxx(x,0) — uxx(x, T), and hence uxx is a T-periodic function of t. Also

since each term on the right-hand side of (3.16) is continuous in Q, it follows that

uxx(x,t) e C(Q).

From (3.13), (3.14), and (3.16),

OO

Lku = -Y^n{t)Mx).
n=1

By (3.12) and Lemma 3, we have Lku = -^{xj) for (x,t) e (0,a) x [0, T]. Since

4>n{0) = 0 = 4>n{a), it follows from (3.14) that u(x,t) satisfies the homogeneous

boundary conditions.

Let us consider the more general problem (1.3)—(1.4). We require the following

condition:

(A) c(t) in C([0, 71) is a T-periodic function.

Theorem 6. Under condition (A), the problem (1,3)-( 1.4) has at most one T-periodic

solution.

Proof. Suppose U\(x,t) and U2{x,t) are two distinct T-periodic solutions. Let

v(x,t) = U\{x,t) - u2(x,t). Then, v(x,t) is a T-periodic function of t such that

Lcv = 0, 0 < x < a, 0 < / < oo,

v(0, t) = 0 = v(a, t), 0 < t < oo.

Without loss of generality, let us assume v > 0 somewhere. By the strong maximum

principle, v attains its positive maximum somewhere at t = 0. By periodicity, v
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attains this maximum at / = T, and we have a contradiction by the strong maximum

principle.

The proof of the following result is similar to that of Theorem 2 of Chan and

Wong [5] for homogeneous boundary conditions, and hence is omitted here.

Corollary 7. Suppose ¥(;*:, t) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5 and condition

(A) holds. Then, the problem (1.3)—(1.4) with g\{t) = 0 = gi{t) has a unique T-

periodic solution.

We note that it follows from the remark after Lemma 1 that Theorem 5 and

Corollary 7 remain valid under the weaker condition:

(B) x(ft+£)/2lF(x, t) (instead of xb!2yV(x, t)) in C(£2~) with 0 < e < 1 is a T-periodic

function of t, and is Lipschitz continuous in t uniformly with respect to x.

For nonhomogeneous boundary conditions, we require the following condition:

(C) gi(/)> g[{t), and g'2{t) are T-periodic functions in C([0, T]) such that

g[(t) and g'2{t) are Lipschitz continuous over [0, T],

Corollary 8. Under condition (C) and the hypotheses of Corollary 7, if b > -1,

then the problem (1.3)—(1.4) has a unique T-periodic solution.

Proof. Let

a(x, t) = a-2»[(a2» - x2")gl (.t) + x2vg2{t)],

u(x, t) = V(x, t) + a{x, t),

where V(x,t) satisfies

LCV = -[V(x,t) + Lca] inQ^,

F(0, t) — 0 = V(a, t), -oo < t < oo.

Since 1 - 2v = b,

Lca = a-2»{{a2» - x2v)[c{t)g,{t) - g[{t)] + x2»[c{t)g2{t) - ^2(/)]}.

Because b > -1, it follows that the forcing term Lca satisfies the hypotheses of

Theorem 5 under condition (B) with ^(x, t) replaced by Lca. Thus, V exists and is

unique. This implies that u exists, is unique, and

u(x,t) = [HT(t)]~l [ [ G(x,?;<S,t)//7-(t)[4/(^,t) + Lca(£, T)]d£ dx + a(x,t),
Jo Jo

where

HT(t) = exp j- Jy" c(s)ds - (t - mT) c(s)ds^j/T j

for any integer m such that mT < t < (m + l)T, and G(x,t\€, r) is the periodic

Green's function G(x,t\£, r) with k replaced by (/0r c{s) ds)/T.

4. Integral equivalent. To show that a T-periodic solution of the nonlinear problem

(1.5) subject to (1.2) is a 7"-periodic solution of the integral equation,

u{x,t)= f [ G(x, t~X, t)/(^, t, u) d£ dz (4.1)
Jo Jo
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and conversely, we need the following conditions on f(x, t, z):

(i) xb'2f{x,t,z) is in C(Q" x (-00,00));

(ii) xb/2f(x,t,z) is a T-periodic function of t such that

(a) for any {x,t\,z\) and (x, ^>^2) in x [(Oi,a>2] with (o 1 and w2 being any

fixed real numbers,

\xb/2[f(x,tuzi) - f(x,t2,z2)]\ <Q'(0)ua)2)\t\ -t1\ + Q:{ojl,(o2)\zx -Z2I, (4.2)

where Q'(w\,co2) and Qz(a>i,a>2) are Lipschitz constants depending on the interval

[C0i,(O2],

(b) for any x{ and x2 in [t]u rj2] c (0, a), and (/, z) in [0, T] x [wi, a>2],

\f(xut,z)- f(x2,t,z)\ < Qx{rjut]2;o)ua)2)\xi - x2\

with Qx{tji,r]2',(0[,(02) being a Lipschitz constant depending on the intervals [rj{, t]2]

and [0)1,(02].

Theorem 9. Suppose conditions (i)—(ii) hold. Then, every T-periodic solution of

the problem (1.5) and (1.2) is a T-periodic solution of the integral equation (4.1).

Conversely, if u(x,t) is a T-periodic solution of the integral equation (4.1), and on

u is continuous in x, and Lipschitz continuous in t uniformly with respect to x,

then it is a T-periodic solution of the problem (1.5) and (1.2).

Proof. Let us assume that u(x, t) is a T-periodic solution of the problem (1.5) and

(1.2). Let F(x,t) = f(x,t,u(x,t)). Since u is T-periodic and continuous on £2^,

there exists a positive integer N such that \u\ < N. From conditions (i) and (ii),

xb/2p is in C(Q~) and is T-periodic. From condition (ii) (a),

| xb'2[F(x, t + 0 - F(x, /)]| < Q'(~N, iV)|C| + Qz(-N, N)\u(x, t + Q- u{x, f)|.

Since u is T-periodic and u, is continuous on it follows that u, is T-periodic,

and hence for any (x,() e \ut{x, f)| < k\<) for some constant ^19. By the Mean

Value Theorem,

\xb'2[F(x, t + C) - F(x, t)]\ < [Q'(—N, N) + Q:(-N, JV)fc19]|C|-

Therefore, xb!2F{x, t) is Lipschitz continuous in t uniformly with respect to x. Let

[*13, ̂4] be any given subinterval of (0,a). From conditions (i) and (ii),

n

^2\F(xj+l,t)-F(Xj,t)\
7=1

n

< ~xj\ + k2oQz(-N,N)\u(xj+i,t) - u(xj,t)|],

j=\

where /C20 is a constant such that |x—6/21 < 0 for any x e [r/3, rj4\. Since u is T-

periodic and ux is in C(Qoo), it follows that ux is T-periodic, and hence for any

(x, t) G [f]i, ^4] x (-00,00), \ux\ < k2\ for some constant k2\. By the Mean Value

Theorem,

n n

J2\F(xj+l,t)-F(xj,t)\ < [Qx{m, rj4-,-N,N) + k20k2lQz(-N, N)] £ \xJ+l - Xj\.

j=1 j=1
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Hence, F(x, t) is of bounded variation with respect to x for every given closed subin-

terval of (0, a). Since F(x,t) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5, it follows that

u(x,t) is a T-periodic solution of the integral equation (4.1).

Conversely, let u(x,t) be a T-periodic solution of the integral equation (4.1) such

that on ,u is continuous in x, and Lipschitz continuous in t uniformly with

respect to x. From conditions (i) and (ii), xb!2F(x,t) is continuous and periodic.

Also, u(x,t) is bounded by a constant N{ since u(x,t) is continuous and T-periodic

on By condition (ii) (a), and the hypothesis that u(x, t) is Lipschitz continuous

in t uniformly with respect to x,

\xbl2[F(x, t + C) - F(x, /)]| < G'(-JVlsJV,)|C| + Qz{-Nx, tf,)|u(x, t + Q- u(x, t)\

<[Q,(-NuNl) + Q*{-NuNl)Qu]\t:\,

where Qu is a Lipschitz constant for u(x,t). Hence, xb/2F(x,t) is Lipschitz con-

tinuous in t uniformly with respect to x. By a similar argument as in the proof of

Theorem 5, u and u, are in C(Q^), and ux is in C(Qt»). An argument as in the

proof of the first part of this Theorem shows that F(x, t) is of bounded variation with

respect to x for every given closed subinterval of (0, a). It follows from Theorem 5

that u(x,t) is a T-periodic solution of the problem (1.5) and (1.2).

Let

Pi = sup |0„(x)|/(A„ - k): x e [0,a] j . (4.3)

By Lemma 1 (ii) and (2.12), exists.

Lemma 10. Suppose conditions (i) and (ii) (a) hold. If u is a T-periodic solution

of the integral equation (4.1) and continuous on then there exist constants a>3

and co4 such that a>3 < u{x, t) < o>4 for any (x, t) in furthermore, u is Lipschitz

continuous in t uniformly with respect to x, provided that the Lipschitz constant

Qz(0)3,0)4) (cf. (4.2)) satisfies

<2z(w3,&>4)0i/2£i < 1.

Proof. Since u is continuous on and T-periodic, it follows that u is bounded.

Therefore, there exist constants 0*3 and <y4 such that 0)3 < u(x, t) < (04 for any (x, t)

in n~ .
From (2.20), we have

G(x,/ + C;<E,t) = G(x,/;{,t-C).

With t 1 = r - C,

■r-c ra

u(x ,t + Q=f [ G(x,t-Ux)f(L^ +t,u(Z,Tl +C))didTl.
J-C Jo

Since G(x, r,£, z\, z) and u(£, t() are T-periodic functions of t,, it follows

that

u(x,t + Q= f [ G(x,t-,£,r)f(Z,T + C,u(£,T + C))d£dT.
Jo Jo
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Thus,

u(x,t + C) - u(x,t)

= fT f" G(X, V, £, T )[/(£, T + C, «({, T + 0) - /(£, T, U(f, T + 0)] ^ dx
Jo JO (4.4)

[ [ G{X,t,£,T)[f{Z,T,u{Z,T + 0)-f{t,T,u(t,T))]d£dT.
Jo Jo

+

To complete the proof of the Lemma, it suffices to consider t in [0, T] since u is

T-periodic. From Bessel's inequality, we have

ra

[ Zb[f($, T + C, U(Z, T + 0) - f(L T, U(Z, T + 0)]M0 dt
Jo

< [j" £*{/(£, T + C, u((, T + 0) - /(£, r, «({, T + C))}2 d£

< <31/22'(fo)3,a)4)|C|,

I f {»[/(£ T, M({, T + 0) - /(£, T, «(£, T))]0„(<?) d£
MO

< £*{/(£, T, «({, T + 0) - /({, T, M({, T))}2 #

< a1/2Qz(<y3,ftj4)||w||c,

1/2

where

||m||{ = max{|w(£, T + 0 - M(<^, t)| : (£, t) e Q }.

By (4.4), (3.4), (3.5), and (3.10),

IMIc ̂  [fi'(«3.«4)ICI + Gr(«3,w4)||M||f]a'/2

xf>M| I/: i(/ — t)^/t + J En i (T 1 — t) dx
oo

= [G'(«3, W4)|C| + QZ{m, a)4)||«||f]fl1/2 Y, Wn{x)\l(kn - k).
n= 1

Hence from (4.3),

[1 - Q:((o3,a}4)a['2^]\\u\\c < Q'^co^a1'2^|.

By hypothesis,
1 - Qz(a>3, a)4)al/2P\ > 0.

Thus,
IMc < {Q'(<03,(D4)al!2pJ[l - <2z(w3,«4)a1/2/?i]}ia

and hence u(x, t) is Lipschitz continuous in t uniformly with respect to x.

5. Monotone method. We assume that conditions (i)-(ii) hold. To use the mono-

tone method (cf. Chan [3]) to establish existence, we require the following conditions:

(D) y(x, t) in C(2,(^) satisfies the same conditions for in Theorem 5 such that

Loy > 0 and y(x, t) < 0;
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(E) for each co > 0, there exists a bounded and nonnegative function qw(x, t) such

that for \u\ < co,

-f{x, t, u{x, t)) < qwix, t)[uix, t) - yix, t)]

if uix,t) > yix,t)\

(F) there exists a nonnegative function aix,t) such that aix,t) satisfies the same

conditions for in Theorem 5, and

-fix,t,uix,t)) > -cr(x,t)

if u(x, t) > yix, t);

(G) for each a> > 0, there exists a bounded and nonnegative function pwix, t) such

that for \u\ < co and |w| <co,

~[fix,t,uix,t)) - fix,t,vix,t))] < Pmix,t)[uix,t) - W(x,?)]

if uix, t) > vix, t);

(H) -fix,t,uix,t)) > -fix,t,vix,t)) if uix,t) > vix,t) for any bounded func-

tions u and v greater than or equal to y.

We remark that, in particular, y or a can be taken to be identically zero.

Let Moix, t) be constructed by

LkM0 = -aix,t) in ^oo,

Mo(0, t) = 0 = Moia, t), -oo < t < oo.

By Theorems 5 and 6, M0(x,t) exists, is unique, and

M0ix,t)=f [ Gix,r,£,T)oii;,T)d£dT.
JO J 0

By conditions (D) and (F),

LkiM0 - y) = -o(x,t) - Lky < 0 in

(A/0 - y)(0, t) = -y(0, t) > 0, (A/o - y)ia, t) = -yia, t) > 0, -oo < t < oo.

By Lemma 4, Moix,t) > yix,t). Since yix,t) in and Afoix,t) in C(Q^)

are T-periodic, there exist constants kii and k23 such that

kn < y(x,t) < M0(x,t) < k2i.

Let co' = max{|fc22|, 1^231 }• By conditions (G) and (E), both pw\x, t) and qw>ix, t) are

bounded, and hence there exists a nonnegative constant p such that

(a) if

k22 < vix,t) < uix,t) < k23,

then

-[fix, t, uix, t)) - fix, t,vix, t))] < p[uix,t) - v(x,0]; (5.1)

(b) if k22 < uix,t) < k2s, and uix,t) > yix,t), then

-fix, t, uix, t)) < p[uix, t) - yix, t)]. (5.2)
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Theorem 11. Suppose conditions (D)-(G) hold. Then, the sequence {Mj+l(x,t):

j = 0,1,2,...} constructed by

LkMj+i = -f{x,t,Mj{x,t)) + fi[Mj+i(x,t) - Mj(x,t)] in Qoo,

Mj+\(0, t) — 0 = t), -oo < t < oo,

satisfies the inequalities:

ki2 < y{x, t) < Mj+\ {x, t) < Mj(x, t) < M0(x, t) < k2i, on Q~; (5.3)

furthermore, {Mj+\} converges uniformly to M\ M is continuous on and is a T-

periodic solution of the integral equation (4.1). Also, M > u, where u is a T-periodic

solution of the problem (1.5) and (1.2) with u > y.

Proof. By construction,

(Lk - n)Mx = -f{x, t, M0) - hMq in Qoo,

Mi (0, t) — 0 = M\ (a, t), -oo < t < oo.

Since Mo and dMo/dt are in C(fi^), dMo/dx is in C(fioo), and dMo/dt and

dMo/dx are periodic, it follows from an argument similar to the proof of the first

part of Theorem 9 that - f(x,t,Mo) - hMq satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.

Thus, M\(x, t) exists and is unique. By condition (F),

6oo?

*00)

(Lk - n)(Mo - Mi) = -[a(x, t) - f(x, t, M0(x, 0)] < 0 in Qc

(Mo - Mi)(0, t) = 0 = (Mo - Mi)(a, t), -oo < t < oo.

From Lemma 4, Mo > Mi. By condition (D) and (5.2),

(Lk - n)(Mi - y) = -f(x,t,M0) - n(Mo - y) - Lky < 0 in Q0

(Mi - y)(0,t) = -y(0,t) > 0, (M,-y)(a,t) =-y(a,t) >0, -oo < t < oo.

From Lemma 4, Mi > y. Thus, we have the inequalities:

^22 ^ y ^ Mi < Mo ^ ^23-

Similarly, Mi exists and is unique. Let us assume

k-22 ̂  y ^ Mq < Mq_i < • ■ • < Mq < &23

for some positive integer q. By (5.1),

(Lk -n)(Mq -Mq+i) = ~[f(x,t,Mq^i)~ f(x,t,Mq)]- n(Mg-i - Mq) < 0 in

Thus, Mq > Mq+\. By condition (D) and (5.2),

(Lk-n)(Mq+i - y) = -f(x, t, Mq) - n(Mq - y) - Lky < 0 in Qoo.

Since

(Mq+[ -y)(0,t) = -y(0,t) > 0, (Mq+i -y)(a,t) = -y(a,t) > 0, -oo < t < oo,

we have Mj+\ > y. By the principle of mathematical induction, (5.3) follows.
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The sequence {Mj: j = 0,1,2,...} is monotone nonincreasing and uniformly

bounded. Thus, there exists a T-periodic function M(x, t) such that lim^oo Mj(x, t)

= M(x,t). Since Mj is a T-periodic solution of the linear problem, it follows from

conditions (i)-(ii) and an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 9 that

-f(x, t, Mj) + n{M]+\ - Mj)

as a function of x and t satisfies the hypotheses for in Theorem 5. Hence,

MJ+\(x,t)= f f G(x, /;£, t)[/(£, t, Mj) - n(Mj+\ - Mj)] d£ dr. (5.4)
Jo Jo

Since MJ+\ is T-periodic, it suffices to consider t in [0, T]. From (5.4),

na 00J2Em(t - T)ZbMZ)Mx)m,r,Mj) - fi(Mj+l -Mj)\dZdT
n= 1

r T pa 00

+ / / J2E"^T+t-^b<t>nmn(x)
•*' J0 n= 1

x [/(«*, T, Mj) - n(Mj+i - Mj)] d£ dr. (5.5)

For any fixed (x,t), let P\j{£,, t) and P2j(€, t) denote the first integrand and the

second integrand in (5.5), respectively. By Lemma 1 (i) and (ii),

OO

i'/4j|Aj(£,t)| < k,k2^TEni{t - T)Zb/2[f(Z,T,Mj)-n(MJ+l - Mj)],
n=\

OO

IPi,M, T)| < kxk2 ti,4Enl(T + t - t)e/2[f(Z, T, Mj) - fi(Mj+l - Mj)].
n= 1

Since Mj is bounded for any nonnegative integer j, we have from conditions (i) and

(ii) that £b,2f(£,T, Mj) is bounded. Because <pn(£) contains a factor ^, and § = \-v,

it follows that £b/2M0(£, z) is bounded. From condition (D), and

£bf2y < £b/2M. < £b/2M(jt

we have £bl2{Mj+\ - Mj) being bounded. Therefore for any nonnegative integer j,

there exists a constant k2^ such that

OO

|/U£,t)| <kxk2k2,Y,^En\(t-z),
n=\

oo

\PlAZ,T)\ < kXk2k2<Y,ti!*Enx{T + t - T).
n= I

By (2.12), (3.8), and the Monotone Convergence Theorem,

ct pa 00 00

J2^h/4Eni(t-z)d^dx <aJ2ti'4/{(*n-k)(l-exp[-(An-k)T])} < oo.
n=1 n=\

Similarly by (2.12), (3.9), and the Monotone Convergence Theorem,

-T ra °°

ffJo Jo

r 1 ra w

/ / E„i{T +t-T)dZdx <00.
J> Jo «=.
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Hence for any nonnegative integer j, Pij{£, t) and Pij{£,, t) are bounded by integrable

functions, respectively. Since Mj(x, t) —► M(x, t) as j —* oo, it follows that as j —* oo,

and Pij(<i, t) converge a.e. to

OO

^2Eni{t-T)Zb<l>n(Z)Mx)AZ,T,M),
n= 1

oo

£ (r + r - T)ZbMZ)Mx)f(Z, r, M),
n= 1

respectively on £2 . It follows from (5.5) and the Lebesgue Convergence Theorem

that for any fixed (x, t) in fi~,

rl ra ^

M{x,t)= / / r)ZbMZ)Mxm,r,M)dZdT
Jo Jo „=1

/•7" /-a oo

J< Jo n= 1

Hence, M(x,t) is a T-periodic solution of the integral equation (4.1).

Since Af (x, t) is bounded, it follows from an argument as in the proof of Theorem

5 that we can interchange summation and integration, and that the series converges

uniformly. Thus, M(x,t) is continuous on fl". By Dini's Theorem, the sequence

{Mj: j = 0,1,2,...} converges uniformly with respect to x and t to M(x, t).

For any T-periodic solution u(x,t) > y{x,t), we have from condition (F),

Lk(M0 - u) < 0 in fioo.

By Lemma 4, Mq > u. From (5.1) and M0 > u, we have

(Lk - -u) = ~[f(x, t, M0) - f{x, t, u)] - n(M0 - u) < 0 in Q^.

Hence, M\ > u. Let us assume that u < Mj < ■ ■ ■ < Mo for some nonnegative integer

j. By (5.1),
{Lk - fi){Mj+1 - u) < 0 in fioc,

and hence, Mj+1 > u. It follows from the principle of mathematical induction that

y < u < Mj+i < Mj <■■■< Mo

for any nonnegative integer j, and hence u < lim^_^oo Mj = M.

A proof similar to that of Theorem 11 gives the following result.

Theorem 12. Suppose conditions (D)-(G) hold. Then, the sequence {rrij(x,t)} con-

structed by mo(x,t) = y{x,t), and for nonnegative integer j,

Lkmj+\ = -f(x, t, mj) + n{mj+i - mj) in

mj+\(0, t) = 0 = mj+\(a, t), -oo < t < oo,

satisfies the inequalities:

k22 < y = mo < mj < mJ+l < ■ ■ ■ < M0 < k2i on Q~ ;
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furthermore, {mj} converges uniformly to m; m is continuous on and is a T-

periodic solution of the integral equation (4.1). Also m < u, where u is a T-periodic

solution of the problem (1.5) and (1.2) with u > y.

From condition (ii) (a), we have

\xbl2[f{x,t\,z{) - f(x,t2,z2)]\ < Q'{k22,k2l)\tx - t2\ + Qz{k22,k23)\z\ - z2\

for (x,t\,z\) and (x,t2,z2) e x [k22,k2i]. It follows that there exists a Lipschitz

constant Q\ such that Q\ < Q:{k22,k23), and

|xb/2[f(x, t, u) - f(x, t, v)]| <Qi\u-v\, (5.6)

where u(x, t) and v(x,t) lie between y(x,t) and M0{x,t). In order to establish exis-

tence for the problem (1.5) and (1.2), we need to impose an additional condition on

the Lipschitz constant Q\. The following result is a consequence of Lemma 10, and

Theorems 9, 11, and 12.

Theorem 13. Suppose conditions (D)-(G) hold and Q\ in (5.6) satisfies

2,a1/2/?, < 1.

Then, M{x,t) and m(x,t) are T-periodic solutions of the problem (1.5) and (1.2)

such that M > u and m < u for any T-periodic solution u > y.

The proof of the following uniqueness result is similar to that of Theorem 3 of

Chan [3],

Theorem 14. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 13, if condition (H) holds, then

each of the sequences {} and {m7} converges uniformly to the unique T-periodic

solution u(x,t) (> y{x,t)) of the problem (1.5) and (1.2).

Proof. It suffices to show uniqueness. We have M > m. By condition (H),

Lk(m - M) <0 in fioo.

Since

(m - M){0, t) = 0 = (m - M)(a, t), -00 < t < 00,

it follows from Lemma 4 that m > M. Therefore M — m.

Let us consider the more general problem (1.6) subject to (1.4). We impose con-

ditions (A) and (D)-(H). If the boundary conditions are nonhomogeneous, then in

addition, we impose b > -1, and condition (C) together with the following condition:

(I) £i(0 > y(0,0_and g2(t) > y{a,t).

Let us construct Mq(x, t) by

6oo?LCM0 = -a(x,t) in Q0

Mo(0, t) = g\ (t), M0(a, t) = g2(t), -00 < t < 00,

it follows from Corollaries 7 and 8 that M0(x,t) exists and is unique. Also from

conditions (D), (F) and (I), and Lemma 4, we have M0 > y. Let

k25 = min{y(x,/): {x,t) e Q"}, k26 = max{A/0(x,/): (x,t) € fi-},

Pi = max{[//7(0]-' :te[ 0, T]}, 0} - max{[//r(()]: t € [0, T]}.
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By conditions (G) and (E), there exists a constant ji\ such that (a) if k2$ < v(x,t) <

u(x, t) < /C26, then

~[f(x,t,u(x,t)) - f(x,t,v(x,t))] < n\[u(x, t) - v(x,t)],

and (b) if k25 < u(x,t) < A:26 and u(x,t) > y{x,t), then

~f(x,t,u{x,t)) < H\[u(x,t) - y(x,t)].

Let us construct the sequences {MJ+\{x,t)} and {mJ+1(x,?)} with m0(x,t) = y{x,t)

as follows: for nonnegative integer j,

LcMj+i = -f(x,t,Mj) + H\(Mj+x -Mj) in

MJ+i(0,t) = gi(t), Mj+i(a,t) - g2{t), -00 < t < 00;

Lcmj+1 = ~f{x, t,m_j) + H\ (mJ+[ - m,) in

Ulj+i{0,t) = gi{t), rnj+[{a,t) = g2{t), -00 < / < 00.

From condition (ii) (a), there exists a Lipschitz constant Q2 such that Q2 <

Qz{k2s,k2s), and for u(x,t) and v(x,t) lying between y(x,t) and Mo(x,t),

|xb/2[f{x,t,u) - f{x,t,v)]\ < Q2\u(x,t) - v(x,t)\. (5.7)

Let y?4 be with k being replaced by (/0r c{s)ds)/T. By Corollaries 7 and 8, and

an argument similar to those in Theorems 11-14, we obtain the following result.

Corollary 15. Suppose conditions (D)-(H) and (A) hold, and Q2 in (5.7) satisfies

Q2a{!2 PufcPi < 1- Then, every T-periodic solution u of the problem (1.6) and (1.4)

with g!(f) = 0 = g2{t) such that u > y satisfies the inequalities:

y = m0 < m, < < m ■ < < u < < Mj < ■ < M\ < M0 on

furthermore, both {Mj(x,t)} and {m (x, ?)} converge uniformly to the unique T-

periodic solution u (> y). If the boundary conditions are nonhomogeneous, then the

same conclusions hold, provided that in addition, conditions (C) and (I), and b > — 1

are assumed.
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